Unlimited energy, in every workshop
At the fair in Cologne (Germany) a whole new series of workshop equipment was been presented by Gedore: a mobile energy workbench, an energy tool trolley and an energy module. The
unique feature of these products is that they have their own energy; supplied by Victron Energy.
Mobile workbenches and trolleys are a useful tool when working on location. All the necessary tools are within hand’s reach
and cleverly stored in the compact mobile workbench or trolley.
But they are still dependant on AC power.
Mobile Energy
Gedore introduces three new products: the 1504 Battery Energy
workbench, the 2004 Battery Energy tool trolley and the 1500
Battery Energy module. These workshop objects serve not only as
storage space for tools or as a workbench, they also have their own
power. Greater work flexibility will be achieved thanks to these selfpowering objects.
The robust objects are equipped with four sockets, where for example a drill, saw or a laptop can be plugged in.
Furthermore, they have an output of 800 watts, a sync peak of 1300
watts and a continuous power of 200 watts for at least 3 hours.
Finally, the workshop objects have a breaker switch, so the current
can be turned off immediately at all times.

Victron equipment
The energy workbench, tool trolley and energy module are equipped with a MultiPlus and a Battery Monitor
from Victron Energy. The MultiPlus is a powerful true sine
wave inverter, a sophisticated battery charger and a highspeed AC transfer switch; all in a single compact enclosure.
The essential function of the Battery Monitor is to calculate
ampere-hours consumed and the state of charge of the battery.
The battery is charged through a 5 meter cable, connected to AC.
Energy unlimited
With this built- in power combination the workshop objects
are ready for use. Thanks to the equipment of Victron, there is
always power available, in locations with or without
available AC.
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